Although few dispute the computer's place as a pivotal twentiethcentury artefact, little agreement has emerged over whether the changes it has precipitated are generally positive or negative in nature, or whether we should be contemplating our future association with the computer more with enthusiasm or trepidation. SpeciWcally with regard to the relationship between women and computers, a diverse body of commentary has embraced the views of those who have found grounds for expressing pessimism about this association and those who have favoured a more optimistic assessment of the current situation and its probable future development. This book undertakes a thorough evaluation of the legitimacy and predictive power of the optimistic commentary. Using a large body of original qualitative data, it interrogates the bases of what it identiWes as three waves of optimism and in doing so provides answers to some of the key questions asked in this Weld today. ruth woo dfield is Lecturer in Sociology at the School of Social Sciences, University of Sussex.
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Preface
Since the 1970s a diverse body of commentary has emerged to chronicle the social impact of the computer. Although few dispute that this innovative machine is a pivotal twentieth-century artefact situated at the core of wide-ranging social and technical change, little agreement has emerged over whether this change has been positive or negative in nature; or whether we should be contemplating our future association with the computer with enthusiasm or trepidation. SpeciWcally with regard to the relationship between women and computers, such commentary has included views from both those who have found grounds for expressing optimism about this association and those who have favoured a more cautious, even pessimistic, assessment of the current situation and its probable future development. On the optimistic side, three discrete waves have emerged in the literature, each underpinned by a distinct rationale. This book begins by examining the Wrst wave of optimism. It goes on to present quantitative and qualitative evidence which largely came to light in the US and UK during the 1980s and which rendered the rationale behind that optimism unsustainable to all but its most die-hard advocates. Chapter two discusses the rationales underpinning two subsequent waves which have become prominent as the Wrst has receded. The rest of the book presents a body of qualitative data and analysis which provide a framework within which the legitimacy of these still extant waves can be assessed.
The majority of the data was collected in the R&D unit of a large software organisation which was originally UK-based but which expanded into a worldwide operation, establishing itself most notably in the US. It is represented here by the pseudonym Softech, and its home town by the pseudonym Comptown. Members of the unit were extraordinarily generous in terms of the amount of access and time they granted to me and I remain very grateful to them. They agreed to undergo lengthy interviews and periods of observation, during which they provided a wealth of information and insight.
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